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Abstract

Anomaly detection in time series has become an increasingly vital task, with 
applications such as fraud detection and intrusion monitoring. Tackling this problem 
requires an array of approaches, including statistical analysis, machine learning, and 
deep learning. Various techniques have been proposed to cater to the complexity of 
this problem. However, there are still numerous challenges in the field concerning 
how best to process high-dimensional and complex data streams in real time. This 
chapter offers insight into the cutting-edge models for anomaly detection in time 
series. Several of the models are discussed and their advantages and disadvantages are 
explored. We also look at new areas of research that are being explored by research-
ers today as their current focuses and how those new models or techniques are being 
implemented in them as they try to solve unique problems posed by complex data, 
high-volume data streams, and a need for real-time processing. These research areas 
will provide concrete examples of the applications of discussed models. Lastly, we 
identify some of the current issues and suggest future directions for research con-
cerning anomaly detection systems. We aim to provide readers with a comprehensive 
picture of what is already out there so they can better understand the space – prepar-
ing them for further development within this growing field.

Keywords: anomaly detection, anomaly detection in time series, high dimensional 
data, big data, current focus and future challenges, machine learning, deep learning, 
forecasting, real time

1. Introduction

Time series data mining is becoming increasingly important due to the advances 
in technology which have allowed us to collect and store large amounts of structured 
temporal data. A wide range of tasks can be performed with this time series data 
such as classification [1], clustering [2], forecasting [3] and outlier detection [4–6]. 
Extracting meaningful insights from this data opens up new opportunities for 
research across diverse areas.
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Anomaly detection in time series is a critical task with significant implications in 
numerous fields, including finance [7], healthcare [8], and security [9]. Identifying 
and analyzing outliers in time-series data is a critically important operation for 
obtaining meaningful insights [6]. As described in a seminal paper, there are two 
types of univariate time-series outliers - type I and type II [10, 11]. Whilst type I 
outlier events occur individually, type II can be linked to subsequent power shifts. It’s 
essential to have an in-depth understanding of both these outlier types if a meaning-
ful analysis of the data is to be undertaken.

The detection of unusual patterns or events within data streams can provide 
valuable insights and help identify potentially harmful or fraudulent behavior. 
However, processing high-dimensional [12, 13] and complex data streams [14] in 
real-time [15] remains a challenging task. In recent years, many statistical [16], 
machine learning [17], and deep learning [18] techniques have been proposed to 
tackle these challenges.

This chapter provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art models for 
anomaly detection in time series, including their strengths and limitations. We also 
explore new areas of research as current focuses of researchers in this field, that are 
being explored by implementing recent techniques, models of machine and deep 
learning to solve unique challenges posed by high-dimensional and complex data, 
high-volume data streams, and the need for real-time processing.

One of the primary challenges of anomaly detection in time series is dealing with 
high-dimensional and complex data. Traditional statistical methods such as ARIMA 
[19] and exponential smoothing [20] have been used in the past but lack the flex-
ibility to handle complex data with multiple attributes. Newer techniques, including 
machine learning-based approaches such as isolation forests [21], autoencoder-based 
methods [22], and deep learning techniques such as LSTM and CNNs [18], have 
shown promising results in detecting anomalies in high-dimensional and complex 
data. However, these approaches also have their limitations, including high computa-
tional costs and the need for extensive training data [23].

Another challenge in anomaly detection in time series is dealing with high-volume 
data streams in real-time [24]. Traditional batch processing methods are not suitable 
for real-time applications where timely detection is critical. As a result, new methods 
such as online anomaly detection algorithms [25] and sliding window-based [26] 
approaches have been proposed, which process data in a continuous and efficient 
manner.

In addition to the current state-of-the-art models, techniques, and areas of 
research, this chapter also identifies some of the current issues and suggests future 
directions for research concerning anomaly detection systems. These include the 
need for more interpretable models, the development of novel unsupervised meth-
ods, the integration of domain knowledge, and the need to address the issue of data 
imbalance.

Sections of this chapter discuss recent algorithms, models separately as well as 
within current wide areas of research i.e., Forecasting, Real time anomaly detec-
tion, Dealing with Big and high dimensional data processing problem, Anomaly 
detection using Artificial Intelligence (AI), Industrial Control Systems. There will 
be a literature review of many models and strategies implemented in these areas. 
All these areas as well as models will be solving challenges as discussed before. 
Overall, the purpose is to provide readers a literature review about current focuses 
of researchers and to facilitate further development and research in time series data 
anomaly detection.
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2. Big data and high dimensionality

Modern data sets are increasingly high-volume, high-velocity, and high-variety, 
making it difficult to identify anomalies with accuracy. Researchers and developers 
have started to investigate new approaches for coping with this complexity. When 
the number of features grows exponentially, more data is needed to create accurate 
models - leading to sparse and isolated data points. Gartner [13] defines big data 
as a collection of attributes that require cost-effective analytics to generate insight. 
The key challenges associated with big data are described in the 5 Vs: value, veracity, 
variety, velocity and volume [27].

The next stated paragraphs will give an overview of how real-time big data pro-
cessing can be used to detect anomalous events through machine learning algorithms, 
as well as its current limitations and challenges.

McNeil et al. [28] examined existing tools used to detect malware on mobile 
devices. It was noted that these methods lacked the capability to incorporate group 
user profiling, which is necessary to automate behavior-based dynamic analysis for 
focused malware identification. To overcome this, they demonstrated a scalable 
architecture called SCREDENT, which allows users to classify, identify, and forecast 
possible target malwares in real time. While initial evaluation indicated that the 
approach had promise, further testing failed to demonstrate desired results.

In reference [29], a new architecture was proposed to detect threats in real-time 
using stream processing and machine learning. This architecture promotes an envi-
ronment with minimal human oversight, allowing for improved detection of both 
known and previously unseen cyberattacks in order to hone attack classification and 
anomaly detection capabilities. However, their results did not benefit from the open 
KDD dataset as much as expected.

In reference [30], complex network infrastructure with vast logs files became 
the focus of another approach which looks to assess security logs that contain vari-
ous device information through data mining and machine learning techniques. 
This proposed approach is split into two phases: defining/configuring the detection 
mechanism and then executing it at runtime. Nevertheless, the practical implementa-
tion turned out to need more automation due to its high human intervention levels; 
similarly, its output accuracy was not precise enough.

Recent research has highlighted the use of machine learning models for anomaly 
detection. But, the inability of inherent system performance to keep up with increas-
ing network traffic is an issue that needs to be addressed. To do so, a novel model uti-
lizing Hadoop, HDFS, MapReduce, cloud and multiple machine learning algorithms 
were developed. Weka interface was used to assess accuracy and efficiency through 
naive bayes, decision tree and support vector methods. However, the implementation 
of cloud infrastructure and real-time data streaming has not been sufficiently dis-
cussed as yet in this project [31].

Research paper [32] focuses on anomaly detection in streaming data, and provides 
a new approach to evaluate online anomaly detection with entropy and Pearson cor-
relation. Big data streaming components like Kafka queues and Spark Streaming are 
used as a means of ensuring scalability and generality, although some processes which 
were potentially complicated by long batch processing periods or data limitations 
were not resolved.

Researchers have proposed a method for anomaly detection in smart grids that 
uses real-time, minimal energy consumption [33]. The proposed in-memory distrib-
uted framework, comprised of Spark Streaming and Lambda System, is viable for 
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scalable live streaming. However, it did take longer to train the model and there were 
scheduling issues with real-time tasks.

In reference [34], another framework was presented - one which involves sen-
sor data preprocessing: anomaly detection using principal statistical analysis and 
Bayesian networks; as well as sensor data redundancy elimination using static or 
dynamic Bayesian networks (SBNs/DBNs). Included were two algorithms: static 
sensor data redundancy detection algorithm (SSDRDA) and real-time sensor data 
redundancy detection algorithm (RSDRDA), both serving to reduce redundant data 
in either static datasets or real-time scenarios respectively.

Anomaly detection in time series requires modifications in the above framework 
of approaches for efficiency. Anomaly detection in real-time big data analytics is a 
promising area of study, particularly when machine learning techniques are incor-
porated. Advancements in this field are likely to yield high accuracy and efficiency. 
Thus, the potential benefits of such research cannot be underestimated.

Following points will lay out the foremost research challenges in this field, in order 
to promote progress.

Redundancy: Managing real-time big data from diverse sources is challenging. 
Current technologies like Hadoop and spark fail to address redundancy, data quality 
and reliability, cost [35], and storage schema [36]. A new framework is needed to 
tackle these complexities.

Computational cost: Anomaly detection requires multiple techniques, increasing 
computation cost. Large datasets and high dimensionality cause algorithmic instabil-
ity and computational expense [23]. Big data and cloud technology enable parallel 
and distributed processing and reduce computing costs. Cheaper processors and high 
chips improve system power and data processing in real-time, minimizing computa-
tional expenses.

Nature of Input data: Input data has instances with binary/categorical or continu-
ous attributes, and can be univariate or multivariate. Anomaly detection algorithm 
selection depends on data diversity and attribute type [37]. A hybrid framework using 
unsupervised machine learning algorithms can detect anomalies in different datasets.

Noise and missing value: Network sensor streaming data has various types and 
can produce false alarms due to noise and missing values from high speed [37]. Noise 
can hide true anomalies [38]. An auto noise cleansing module in the detection frame-
work can remove unnecessary features and handle missing values.

Parameters Selection: Optimal parameters for machine learning algorithms are 
hard to select [39]. Real-time anomaly detector needs to consider multiple and single 
hyperparameters, which may change over time [40]. Parameter choice affects algo-
rithm performance; eccentricity techniques can reduce selection processes [41].

Inadequate Architecture: Organizations need big data architecture for large real-
time data. Existing architectures are insufficient. Real-time analytics and application 
components can create efficient environment [42]. Big data technologies and hybrid 
machine learning algorithms can solve architectural problems. Scalability for data in 
motion and at rest is achieved.

Data visualizations: Data or reports need effective, visual insights. Anomalies 
from connected devices can use heat maps, scatter plots, parallel coordinates and 
node-link graphs for 2D/3D views. 3D interaction needs data understanding and user 
rotation and zoom [43]. Opensource visualization techniques in frameworks can 
automatically select techniques for better user experience.

Heterogeneity of data: Unstructured data is varied and large, such as emails, 
faxes, form documents, social media posts, etc. Transcription is expensive. Hybrid 
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Machine Learning algorithms can identify data types quickly and accurately. Complex 
machine learning models can recognize heterogeneous information sources from 
unstructured text.

Accuracy: Anomaly detection with existing technologies is inaccurate. A hybrid 
machine learning algorithm can analyze large data from modern applications with 
low memory and power. Our team combines real time big data technologies with this 
algorithm for efficient and accurate results.

3. Transformer

The Transformer architecture, introduced by Vaswani et al. [44], has been widely 
used in various natural language processing tasks, such as machine translation and 
text classification. However, its effectiveness in anomaly detection is limited due 
to the lack of a specific mechanism to capture anomalous patterns. To address the 
shortcoming of Transformer architecture, researchers have created a variety of 
modifications to attempt to improve its performance, including the incorporation of an 
Anomaly-Attention mechanism. One such modification is the Anomaly Transformer, 
as illustrated in reference [45], which utilizes this mechanism to improve the detection 
of anomalous patterns in data. Thus, the Anomaly Transformer architecture represents 
an important advancement in the application of Transformers for anomaly detection.

Recent studies have focused on leveraging Transformer based architectures to 
benefit the time series anomaly detection task. These approaches are capable of 
modeling temporal dependencies, enabling better anomaly detection quality [45]. For 
instance, TranAD [46], MT-RVAE [47] and TransAnomaly [48] all fuse Transformers 
with VAEs i.e., neural generative models [49] or GANs [50], demonstrating improved 
performance in anomaly detection. These models have been explained further below.

TranAD: TranAD [46] is a robust adversarial training procedure designed to 
address small deviations in anomalies that the typical Transformer-based network 
may overlook. This GAN-style approach consists of two transformer encoders and 
two decoders in order to maintain stability. The results of an ablation study illustrate 
the performance of this architecture, with F1 scores dropping by nearly 11% when 
the Transformer-based encoder-decoder was replaced. This clearly demonstrates the 
efficacy of using Transformers for time series anomaly detection. It’s valuable for 
modern industrial systems where instant detection of anomalies is compulsory.

MT-RVAE: There are two different approaches that combine VAE and 
Transformer to create novel models for time-series analysis. MT-RVAE, proposed by 
Wang et al. [47], uses a multiscale Transformer model to extract information from 
sequences of varying scales like complex satellite systems with several subsystems. 
Each subsystem’s temporal features must be analyzed in correlation [47]. This 
addresses the limitations traditional Transformers had in being able to accurately 
analyze sequential data as these models were limited to local information extraction 
only. TransAnomaly, proposed by Zhang et al. [48], combines VAE with transformer 
for increased parallelization purposes. The combination of these two techniques is 
predicted to reduce training costs up to 80%.

GTA: GTA [51] leverages Transformers and graph-based learning to accurately 
detect anomalies in multivariate time series data, even when there are few dimensions 
or limited close relationships among sequences. This method features a multi-branch 
attention mechanism composed of global-learned attention, regular multi-head 
attention, and neighborhood convolution for increased accuracy, as well as a graph 
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convolution structure for modeling influence propagation processes. Thus, GTA seeks 
to provide an improved approach for analyzing and detecting anomalies in multi-
variate time series data than previous methods. It’s valuable for internet connected 
sensory devices like smart power grids, water distribution networks as they remain 
under attack of cyber-attacks [51].

AnomalyTrans: AnomalyTrans [45] is a novel approach in distinguishing anoma-
lies. Drawing inspiration from TranAD, AnomalyTrans makes it more difficult for 
anomalies to create strong connections with the entire time series, though retaining 
connectivity between adjacent time points. The model leverages Transformer and 
Gaussian prior-association to reach this objective. Through utilizing a minimax 
strategy to optimize the anomaly model, AnomalyTrans enforces restrictions on 
prior- and series-associations that result in a greater divergence between them.

D3TN: Disentangled Dynamic Deviation Transformer Network (D3TN) [52] is 
highly effective system for multivariate time series anomaly detection. It considers 
both short-term and long-term temporal dependencies as well as complex inter-
sensor dependencies. To better model static topology, a new disentangled multi-scale 
aggregation scheme for graph convolutional neurons for fixed inter-sensor relation-
ships was introduced. A self-attention mechanism was also employed to capture 
dynamic directed interaction in various subspaces that vary with time and unex-
pected events. Moreover, parallel processing of the time series helps simulate complex 
temporal correlations that span multiple time periods.

DATN: The Decompositional Auto-Transformer Network (DATN) [53] is a unique 
anomaly detection method for time series. This novel approach breaks complex 
time series into seasonal and trend components, before then renovating them with 
deep models. Additionally, the design integrates an auto-transfomer block to detect 
important representations and dependencies based on seasonality and trends in the 
series. Furthermore, rather than using a traditional complex transformer decoder, we 
substitute it with a more efficient linear decoder.

Transformers have been applied in many real word scenarios for anomaly detec-
tion in time series like: SMD is a 5-week-long dataset acquired from one of the 
leading Internet companies with 38 characteristics. Pooled Server Metrics (PSM) was 
procured internally from multiple server nodes at eBay and consists of 26 variables. 
Besides these, both Mars Science Laboratory rover (MSL) and Soil Moisture Active 
Passive (SMAP) satellite datasets from NASA have been compiled as well, contain-
ing 55 and 25 features respectively with regard to the anomaly data derived from the 
Incident Surprise Anomaly (ISA) reports for spacecraft monitoring systems. Last but 
not least, the Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) dataset contains 51 indicators derived 
from continuous operation on a critical infrastructure system [45, 53].

The possible future challenges are indicated below in paragraphs.
Inductive Biases for Time Series Transformers: Transformers are powerful, 

general networks for modeling long-range dependencies. But they require quite a bit 
of data to train effectively and avoid falling prey to data overfitting. Time series data 
often follows seasonal or periodic patterns, as well as other trends, which suggests 
that incorporating this information into Transformers has potential to lead improve-
ment in performance. For instance, recent studies have demonstrated the effective-
ness of frequency processing [54] and capturing series periodicity [55]. Additionally, 
both explicitly allowing cross-channel dependency [56] and preventing it via 
channel-independent attention module [57] have yielded better models for certain 
tasks. The challenge then lies in finding a balance between designing inductive bias 
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to suppress noise while amplifying signal — a task whose solution is yet to come but 
promises exciting possibilities ahead.

Transformers and GNN for Time Series: As datasets with multi-dimensional 
and spatial–temporal characteristics become more widespread, it’s essential to have 
tools which can effectively capture the complexities that these data represent. Graph 
Neural Networks (GNNs) is one method of modeling dependencies and relations with 
each other between dimensions. Recent studies have shown that combining GNNs 
with Transformers/Attentions leads to impressive performance improvement in areas 
such as traffic forecasting [58, 59] and multi-modal forecasting [60, 61], knowledge 
of latent causality and the underlying clarity of spatial–temporal performance can be 
increased with a greater comprehension. It is an important development that could 
result in more effective use of Transformer-GNN hybrid models for spatial–temporal 
modeling in time series going forward.

Pre-trained Transformers: As the advances of large-scale Transformers using 
pre-training have yielded observable improvements across a wide range of natural 
language processing tasks [62, 63] and CV [64], research conducted on their efficacy 
for time series applications has been limited. Works existing to this day primarily 
focus on classification activities [65, 66]. In order to develop effective pre-trained 
Transformer models that are equipped to address a range of use cases within time 
series analysis, further examination will be required in the future.

Architecture Level Variants: Considering the success of Transformer variants 
in NLP and CV, it may be beneficial to transfer this concept over to time series data 
and tasks. We can look into more architecture-level designs for Transformers which 
may optimize performance on time series specific models. Examples of these variants 
include lightweight [67, 68], cross-block connectivity [69], adaptive computation 
time [70, 71], and recurrence [72]. These architecture-level designs provide us with a 
whole new range of opportunities for improvement.

Transformers with Neural Architecture Search: Tuning Transformer hyper-
parameters such as embedding dimension, heads, and layers can have a significant 
impact on performance. Thankfully, Neural Architecture Search (NAS) provides a 
means to automatically find architectures that optimize performance. Recently, NAS 
technologies in NLP and CV have been applied to transformers [73, 74]. For machine 
data which may be high dimensional yet long in length, this technique is especially 
important for designing memory- and computationally-efficient transformers. We 
anticipate further progress in this area as the industry gears up for more efficient time 
series Transformers.

4. Non-pattern anomaly detection

Non-Pattern Anomaly Detection is an underdiagnosed but powerful method of 
identifying anomalies in time series. Existing techniques use initial profiling to deter-
mine which behavior should be tagged as “normal” or “abnormal,” but this definition 
fails to capture the nuanced changes between situations in different conditions. 
Researchers recognized the importance of such a technique and emphasized its poten-
tial for detecting abnormalities even in the absence of statistical methods that often play 
a dominant role in machine learning processes. Team of researchers aimed to compare 
current machine learning algorithms relating to NP-AD approaches and assessed how 
various datasets demonstrated their capacity for anomalies on diverse situations [75].
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5. Hybrid models

Multivariate time-series anomaly detection is a complex challenge due to the 
imbalance of anomalous data and its underlying intricacies. Combining different 
methods for detecting anomalies in time series has been well explored, resulting in 
improved accuracy. Notably, hybrid models combining statistical and deep learning 
approaches have been found to provide greater precision when determining uncer-
tainty and quantifying forecasts associated with these models.

One example hybrid approach is called HAD-MDGAT – it’s based on a GAT (graph 
attention network) combined with multi-channel temporal stacked Denoising 
Autoencoder (MDA), designed to learn temporal and spatial correlations among 
observations. Ablation study results show that MDA enhances anomaly detection 
accuracy dramatically; this model with an MDA layer scored 10.86% higher than one 
without the extra layer [76].

A research paper published in reference [77] outlined a novel Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) network-based method for accurately forecasting multivariate 
time series data. In addition, the study featured an LSTM Autoencoder network-
based approach coupled with a one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm, 
which was employed for anomaly detection. Their findings demonstrated that the 
LSTM Autoencoder based method outperforms the previously proposed LSTM 
based method. Moreover, their proposed forecast approach surpassed several other 
methods by NASA. The LSTM based methodology is well suited to forecasting while 
the combination of an LSTM Autoencoder with the OCSVM is suitable for detecting 
anomalies [77].

MES-LSTM is a combination of a multivariate forecasting model and Long Short-
Term Memory, a form of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Accurate attribution 
is an important part of any system as it reinforces confidence in the mechanics and 
makes sure learning processes are not based on spurious effects. While MES-LSTM 
does a great job of anomaly detection, overall performance could still benefit from 
improvement [78].

A hybrid deep-learning model that integrates long short-term memory (LSTM) 
and autoencoder (AE) networks was proposed for anomaly detection tasks in Indoor 
Air Quality (IAQ ) time series data. The LSTM cells are stacked together to learn the 
long-term dependencies in time-series data, while the AE helps identify an optimal 
threshold based on reconstruction loss rates across all sequences. This powerful 
combination helps detect outliers with precision and efficiency [79].

A SeqVAE-CNN model to carry out unsupervised deep learning for anomaly 
detection. This model takes inspiration from Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) and 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), creating a Seq2Seq structure that can cap-
ture both temporal relationships and spatial features in multivariate time-series data. 
The experimental results of their model on 8 datasets from different domains suggest 
it has a higher performance for anomaly detection; indeed, the highest AUROC and 
F1 scores have been observed when using our model [80].

Researchers propose a hybrid model of VAE-LSTM for unsupervised anomaly 
detection in time series. This model combines the features extracted from the VAE 
module [81], which capture local patterns for short windows, with the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) module, which captures long-term correlations in the time 
series. Additionally, Electrical power grids are vulnerable to cyber-attacks, existing 
attack detection methods are limited so to tackle Graph Convolutional Long Short-
Term Memory (GC-LSTM) with a deep convolution network has been proposed to 
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further improve time series classification and analysis with respect to anomaly detec-
tion and attack graph models [82].

A new hybrid anomaly detector that merges two detection approaches i.e., Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that are used in physics and Unsupervised Variational 
Autoencoder (VAE), thereby improving accuracy and decreasing the possibility of 
overlooking defective elements in safety-critical scenarios. Performance is discussed 
in comparison to different VAE architectures like long short-term memory (LSTM-
VAE) and bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM-VAE). Additionally, the efficient choice 
of hyperparameters in these structures can be optimized with the help of a genetic 
algorithm as presented in reference [83].

Due to the many advantages of conventional anomaly detection in time series 
models, further innovations in this area have the potential to yield beneficial results. 
In fact, tackling the complexities associated with real-world time series requires 
advanced solutions, such as hybridization of hybrid classes. Research shows that this 
technique can provide great improvements in terms of forecasting accuracy and has 
been gaining much attention recently.

6. Forecasting and anomaly

Time Series Forecasting has always been a useful tool to detect trends, patterns 
of any data. It’s about predicting the next time stamps using previous or existing 
trends. Anomaly Detection and Time series forecasting have been interlinked several 
times by researchers in this field. Several Machine Learning algorithms have been 
implemented, sometimes merged with each other to derive another novel strategy to 
predict whether the next time stamp is normal or abnormal.

The power of forecasting lies in its potential to revolutionize healthcare. The 
goal? To empower medical professionals to take proactive and timely action, reduc-
ing patient transfers and hospital stay lengths, ultimately leading to improved 
survival rates. But the accuracy of predictions relies heavily on expertly combining 
machine learning algorithms like autoencoders and extreme gradient boosting 
(XGBoost) [84].

Autoencoders excel in feature extraction [85]. They are uniquely adept at unsu-
pervised anomaly detection when labeled data is scarce or nonexistent [86]. They’re 
trained via reconstruction error, only triggering an alert if said error exceeds a pre-
determined threshold - prompting a swift remedial response. As for XGBoost, this 
decision tree-based ensemble principle takes physiological variables from time ti as 
input and outputs variables from the next temporal unit; ti+1 [84].

All told, tapping into modern technology’s full potential could allow for massive 
improvements in healthcare outcomes - starting with careful utilization of solutions 
like autoencoders or XGBoost models.

Recent research has sought to compare the performance of supervised and 
unsupervised algorithms on physiological data. Heart rate data, due to its ubiquity 
and non-invasiveness, is ideal for predicting anomalies. Five algorithms were evalu-
ated for detecting anomalies in heart rate -- two unsupervised techniques and three 
supervised methods. The models were tested on real heart rate data and findings 
demonstrated that both local outlier factor and random forests algorithms were effec-
tive in detecting abnormalities in this type of data. Additionally, results showed that 
simulated data can lead algorithms to a similar level as real labeled information when 
not available, enabling rapid initial deployment without prior knowledge [8].
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DeepAnT is a deep learning-based anomaly detection approach for streaming and 
non-streaming time series data. It can detect a broad range of anomalies, from point 
anomalies to contextual and discords. Instead of learning about anomalies, DeepAnT 
uses unlabeled data to determine normal time series. The two key components of 
DeepAnT are its time series predictor (which uses CNN and takes context into 
account) and its anomaly detector module, which identifies whether an upcoming 
time stamp is normal or anomalous.

DeepAnT stands out against the competition by only needing a relatively 
small data set to generate a model. It utilizes parameter sharing of a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) which allows for good generalization capabilities. 
Unsupervised anomaly detection in DeepAnT removes the need for labeling, 
making it directly applicable to real-world scenarios with large streams of com-
plex data from heterogeneous sensors. Neural networks are popular as they enable 
automatic feature discovery without having any prior domain knowledge; this 
capability is what makes them such excellent candidates for time series anomaly 
detection. DeepAnT optimizes through leveraging a CNN and raw data, mak-
ing it more robust to variations than many other neural networks and statistical 
models on the market [87]. Using a data-driven approach can be beneficial in 
many contexts, especially when there is access to an abundance of untagged data. 
However, the data quality has a great impact factor on its accuracy; if too much 
of the dataset is contaminated (5% or more), then it could potentially lead to 
wrong inferences upon deployment. Additionally, selecting the right network 
architecture and hyperparameters are often difficult tasks. Nevertheless, new 
automated techniques have been developed that may assist in optimizing these 
settings instead of opting for human expertise [88]. Last but not least, one major 
drawback is the susceptibility to adversarial examples [89] which could restrict its 
usage in safety-critical system models. Luckily though, research into understand-
ing and defending against such cases has increased progressively over time with 
some successful results achieved.

Light curve prediction and anomaly detection using LSTM neural networks 
is an important research area for time domain astronomy. A series of processing 
was done on star images collected from the National Astronomical Observatories 
of China using GWAC’s mini-GWAC system, resulting in light luminance data 
over a period of time. Researchers explored a model of LSTM neural network to 
accurately predict light curves, with an optimal structure obtained through model 
training and validation; meanwhile, an anomaly detection mechanism based on 
prediction error was implemented. Results showed that this method has great 
potential when tested on real light curve data [90]. More historical data and certain 
well-known astronomical principles are needed to further improve upon this 
method.

Motorsports have limited access to sensors during competitions, limiting predic-
tive capabilities and providing an edge for competitors. The proposed variational 
autoencoder-based selective prediction (VASP) framework addresses this challenge 
by combining the tasks of anomaly detection and time series prediction in one 
powerful approach. VASP consists of a variational autoencoder (VAE), an anomaly 
detector, and LSTM predictors which can all work together to help produce more 
robust predictions. Even if anomalies occur in the input signals, VASPs accuracy is not 
significantly impacted like that of other deep learning approaches such as long short-
term memory (LSTM) neural networks. Try out VASP today to take your predictive 
insights to the next level with more effective technique [91].
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7. Anomaly detection using AI

Time series data bring their own set of challenges when model analysis is applied, 
like notions of time and uncertainty, and the presence of drift. Typically, the time 
series window is broken down into two pieces with either sliding endpoints or 
landmark endpoints. In this paper, they categorize anomalies and outliers as the same, 
as presented in reference [92]. Detecting these outliers has been and remains an area 
of exploration for researchers and practitioners alike. Time series data is one of the 
most useful modalities available for a variety of applications. Upon analyzing this 
type of data, it becomes clear that outlier detection plays a key role. Companies such 
as Microsoft [93] have even created outlier detection services to monitor business data 
with triggers to alert them when outliers are present.

As stated in reference [94], AI assurance is an important process that must be 
incorporated throughout the engineering lifecycle of an AI system. This process 
should ensure the system is dependable and its outcomes valid, trustworthy, and 
ethical. Moreover, it should also be data-driven, explainable to all users, unbiased in 
its learning processes, and fair for all involved.

One of the recent hot algorithm in AI for Anomaly detection in time series is GAN 
proposed by Goodfellow [50], have become some of the most discussed topics in deep 
learning. The use of a generator in GANs helps to generate expected normal behavior, 
while a discriminator can distinguish between “normal” and “abnormal” behaviors. 
GAN technology has led to exciting new developments in deep learning. Generative 
adversarial networks (GAN) are an innovative form of AI that offer a powerful 
solution to the generative modeling problem. GAN is composed of two models - a 
generator used to create normal behavior and a discriminator used to distinguish 
between normal and abnormal behaviors. When dealing with imbalanced industrial 
time series data, GAN can be applied to derive an anomaly detection architecture 
that outperforms classic algorithms and other deep learning models such as big-
GAN, ANOGAN and DBN [95]. The attached article further elaborates on the inner 
workings of GANs and their core design considerations. Additionally, drawing from 
research conducted by Li et al. [96], this architecture can feature a dynamic threshold 
generated by the discriminator which serves as a predictive warning for system fail-
ures or anomalies. GAN based approach is used to diagnose faults by generating much 
higher anomaly scores when a fault sample is fed into the trained model [95].

Moving on to next one GTAD, researchers have developed a new anomaly detection 
algorithm for multivariate time series, called Graph Attention Network and Temporal 
Convolutional Network for Multivariate Time Series Anomaly Detection (GTAD). This 
algorithm takes into account the correlation and temporal dependencies that many 
other existing algorithms fail to address. GTAD promises to provide better results when 
it comes to spotting anomalies in complex data sets. GTAD is an unsupervised approach 
powered by graph attention networks and temporal convolutional networks [97].

TadGAN is a breakthrough in unsupervised anomaly detection that makes use of 
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). At the core of the system are Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Networks, which provide an excellent base 
model for creating Generators and Critics. TadGAN is unique in its ability to capture 
temporal correlations with cycle consistency loss for more accurate time-series data 
reconstruction [98].

Future concerns: Combining information between different dimensions of multi-
variate time series is a key focus of future work [95] in AI algorithms. When it comes 
to GAN-based anomaly detection models, there can be difficulties in determining 
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the right sliding window length and maintaining stability during training. Further 
research is needed in order to more effectively train GANs [50].

7.1 AI based toolkits for automated anomaly detectors

TODS: TODS is a comprehensive automated Time Series Outlier Detection System 
with a modular design that enables easy construction of pipelines. It includes a range 
of primitives for data processing, time series analysis, feature analysis, detection 
algorithms and reinforcement methods. This makes TODS suitable for both research 
and industrial applications [99, 100].

ANOVIZ: ANOVIZ is an innovative anomaly detection solution for multivariate 
time series. It provides you with accurate detections, as well as easy-to-use visualiza-
tions and user interfaces to promote better explanation and assessment of the quality 
of those detections [101].

AnomalyKiTS: AnomalyKiTS is a system that allows end users to detect anoma-
lies in time series data. It provides a range of algorithms, as well as an enrichment 
module to label identified anomalies. AnomalyKiTS offers four categories of model 
building capabilities, enabling users to select the best option for their needs [102].

TranAD: TranAD is an advanced model designed to provide superior recognition 
and diagnosis results. Our proprietary focus score-based self-conditioning and adver-
sarial training technology extract multi-modal features, while MAML ensures quick 
and efficient on-the-fly training with minimal data. With TranAD, you get the best of 
both worlds: powerful detection capabilities and superior performance. TranAD has 
been proven to outperform existing baseline methods [46]. There is a range of data 
sizes, formats, and anomalies to consider when deciding which anomaly detection 
toolkit to use.

Future Scrutinizes: To maintain the quality of pipeline discovery system, 
researchers are planning on adding more primitives in the future as well as improved 
integral searchers to ensure optimal performance. To incorporate predefined rules 
efficiently into pipelines, researchers should also aim to develop learning-based 
active learning techniques for our reinforcement module. Existing solutions may not 
be comprehensive enough for certain applications, such as scenarios where semi-
supervised or prediction-based unsupervised anomaly methods are needed.

The current research focused on using machine learning techniques to detect 
anomalies before they arise in future forecasting, leveraging stacked and bidirectional 
LSTM. The analysis produced promising results as noted in reference [103], validat-
ing the use of such models for anomaly detection. The review of AI-based energy 
monitoring and anomaly detection commercial solutions for buildings [104] provides 
an overview of the available systems. Efficient predictive maintenance of equipment 
in various industries requires the detection of anomalies in time-varying multivariate 
data. Researchers presented MTV (Multivariate Time Series Visualization), a visual 
analytics system that helps to streamline collaboration between humans and AI, 
facilitating the most ideal workflow [105].

8. Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has provided an insight into the cutting-edge models 
for anomaly detection in time series, discussed their merits and pitfalls, and high-
lighted new areas of research that are being explored to solve unique problems posed 
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by high-dimensional and complex data, high-volume data streams, and a need for 
real-time processing. These research areas have provided concrete examples of the 
applications of discussed models. Moreover, citations will help readers about how 
these models can be used in real world scenarios. We have also identified some of 
the current issues and suggested future directions for research concerning anomaly 
detection systems.

As the field of anomaly detection in time series continues to evolve and new 
challenges arise, it is crucial that researchers remain focused on developing innovative 
solutions that can effectively process high-dimensional and complex data in real-time. 
By better understanding the existing state-of-the-art models and the challenges that 
still need to be addressed, researchers can identify new opportunities for developing 
more effective anomaly detection systems.

We have not explored all the current algorithms, models, and new research areas. 
This chapter has just provided readers an overview of some current techniques and 
areas so that they can identify what is going on exactly in this field. Interested readers 
will definitely go out and do some more research about it and prepare themselves for 
further development within this growing field.
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